
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Simple Past Tense 

Regular verbs 

Let’s learn the Simple Past Tense of the following verbs. 

A. Regular verbs end in ‘e’ form their past tense by adding ‘d’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Regular verbs end in ‘y’ followed by a consonant form their past tense by deleting ‘y’ at the 

end and adding ‘ied’ 

 

 

Verb Add ‘d’ 

bake baked 

like  liked 

free freed 

type type 

paste pasted 

note   noted   

live lived 

blame blamed 

breathe breathed 

care cared 

hate hated 

Verb Add ‘ied’ 

apply  applied  

cry cried 

copy copied 

rely relied 

worry worried 

fry fried 

tidy  tidied 

try tried 

bury buried 

carry  carried  
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Based on the information of verbs of past and past participle forms are divided into two types.  

They are regular verbs and irregular verbs. 

 



C. Regular verbs double the final consonant and add ed except x 

 

  

D. Other regular verbs add ‘ed’ to form their past tense 

 

  

Irregular verbs form their past tense in different ways. 

verbs Change the vowel 
sound 

A completely 
different word 

Same word 

come came   

meet met   

get got   

sit  sat   

do  did  

go  went  

think  thought  

buy  bought  

cut   cut 

put   put 

set   set 

hit   hit 

 

 

 

 

 

Verb Doubled final consonant add ‘ed’ 

beg  begged 

mar marred 

fan fanned 

clap clapped 

stop stopped 

Verb Add  ‘ed’ 

destroy destroyed 

look looked 

check checked 

want wanted 

play played 

mark marked 

clean cleaned 

help helped 

wash washed 

invent invented 



 

Activity 1 

 

 

 

 



 

Activty-2  

Match the Present Tense verb with the Past Tense verb. 

Present Tense                       Past Tense 

1. do                                       saw 

2. go                                      made 

 3. See                                  played 

4.  eat                                  did  

5. watch                                studied 

 6.  play                                  cook  

7.  study                                went  

8.  make                              watched 

 9.  cook                              stopped 

 10. stop                               ate 

 

 

Activity-3 

Write the following sentences in the past tense adding ‘yesterday’. One has been done for you. 

Present Tense - Tom goes for swimming on Sunday.  

Past tense        - Tom went for swimming yesterday. 

1. Mother makes cake. 

2. I meet Raj at school. 

3. Shani plays with her friends. 

4. You help me a lot. 

5. We watch television. 

6. Mother cooks rice. 

7. Driver stops the bus. 

8. Children do the homework. 

9. Teacher comes to the class. 

10. Lina cuts the cake. 

 


